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A revolution in Smart Factory is coming – driven by Autonomous, SW-defined, Serviceoriented, Fully Connected Cars. Are you ready?
L. Vivolo
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Abstract
In this session we will discuss the rise of electronics in vehicle design, from Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems and Autonomous Driving (ADAS / AD) through electrification and ultimately the connected, SWdefined car – focusing on how Smart Factory deployments of the near future must themselves be connected,
up and down the supply chain in order to manage and leverage continuous streams of data. We will
introduce the concept of a data stream, which is continuous and without end, as the means to improve
quality while opening the door to new revenue streams – all with an eye toward security and privacy.
The automotive industry is in the midst of an electronics revolution. Safety-critical features are in high
demand; emissions standards are pushing manufacturers toward electrification; 5G, Smart Cities and the
Connected Car will drive the need for ever increasing data streaming and management; and the trend toward
Serviceable oriented Architectures (SoA) will create new opportunities for revenue. The Smart Factory of the
near future will be the center hub of connectivity, with data streams coming from all directions. Traditional
functions, like Predictive Quality, will be extended both up the supply chain, to individual components, and
down to the consumer for post-production support. New revenue opportunities have already been identified
and many more will come. Data is where the money is and where the challenges lay. It must be processed,
managed and shared in real-time -- even as it grows exponentially. Growing concerns and regulations
related to cybersecurity and privacy must also be addressed by design, as they can single-handedly derail
the entire supply chain. In this session we will introduce the concept of the data stream, and how deploying it
securely is a critical enabler of the future, fully connected Smart Factory.
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Different worlds: How Bosch Semiconductors manages trade-offs and synergies between
automotive and consumer with great success.
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Abstract
IIn this session we will discuss the challenges of semiconductor design in automotive and consumer
electronics and the importance of the semiconductor design and technology knowledge for an ideal vertical
integration that Bosch offers for the Mobility Solutions.
Bosch Semiconductors specializes in designing microelectronics for the automotive and consumer world.
Bosch’s IC and MEMS solutions are typically function-rich and highly integrated, embedding the vast
experience of Bosch as a system supplier.
The portfolio for automotive includes power transistors and power modules, highly integrated system chips
and peripheral system ICs, inertial and pressure MEMS sensors. The portfolio for consumer includes 3-, 6-,
and 9-DOF inertial sensors, VOC sensors, IMUs and sensor hubs.
The EU has approved the first project of common European interest (IPCEI) for research and innovation in
microelectronics. Our new 300mm fab in Dresden is a logical addition to our IC and MEMS fab in Reutlingen,
enabling manufacturing and supply of innovative semiconductor products for automotive, the internet of
things and the consumer market for many years to come. For more information, visitwww.boschsemiconductors.com .
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Abstract
As we move into a more electrified and automated reality, the sustainability of functional safe and secure
electronic systems is a major concern of automobile manufacturers. The complexity of high-performance
systems is not possible without the application of the latest semiconductor technology nodes. Now more than
ever, auto makers must dig even deeper into their supply chains to identify and eliminate the root causes of
potential hazards, many of which are created during the manufacture of the semiconductors that build the
systems upon which drivers rely.
To truly address functional safety, it is essential that the automotive industry and semiconductor
manufacturers work together to create frameworks that improve functional safety for all stakeholders by
exploring and optimizing the intersection of contamination control, inspection, and test.
Since SEMICON Europa 2018, Entegris has been spreading, with the support of SEMI and car makers, a
New Collaborative Approach, a process to tackle defectivity with an improved contamination management
strategy.
With this presentation we want to share our progress. Is there any meaningful trend that is worth to report in
terms of defectivity management? What have we learnt in terms of maturity of the ecosystems? Any
correlation with the major technology inflection points? Where should semiconductor manufacturers focus
their efforts?
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Abstract
Silicon carbide (SiC) is the material of choice for next generation power devices in fast growing applications
like electromobility and renewable energies. While a strong market demand meets a challenging wafer
manufacturing process, material shortage drives substrate costs and limits faster roll out of this technology.
Additionally, the well developed and established wet chemical etching and cleaning processes for silicon
substrates like RCA clean, SPM and APM do not achieve the required performance for SiC processing due
to the chemical inertness of this new material. By increasing the temperatures of the wet processes and
applying pressure, the desired etching rate could be reached, but the required equipment solutions and the
wet chemical processes would get very complex and challenging for integration in high volume production.
Electrochemical etching can overcome these hurdles at ambient conditions. This contribution introduces a
novel technology for single-wafer electrochemical etching of SiC, porous SiC formation and polishing. The
patented solution relies on touchless electrical contacts. It ensures fast SiC etching at zero edge exclusion
and competitive costs. The system allows new degrees of freedom in device design and enables advanced
process flows for SiC wafer and device manufacturing.
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Abstract
Sensing in the SWIR spectrum enables several applications that are not possible with the use of Visible or
NIR cameras, offering superior vision, functionality, and operability under all weather and lighting conditions.
In the automotive market, it already enhances human driver capabilities and assists in the detection of
previously invisible hazards on the road.
In addition to vision under low visibility conditions, most materials are recognizable in the SWIR spectrum in
comparison to VIS or NIR cameras. SWIR cameras can sense materials and make them “visible” and
actionable to human operators, video analytics, or deep learning applications. By comparing the relative
reflection of light of different materials in carefully chosen spectral bands, the differences between the
spectral signatures, therefore between different materials, are revealed and easily detected.
But while InGaAs-based SWIR cameras have been around for decades, serving the science, aerospace, and
defense industries, they have not yet been used for mass-market applications due to their high costs, low
production yield, and large form factor.
TriEye is the pioneer of mass-market short-wave infrared (SWIR) sensing solutions. The company’s
breakthrough, proprietary technology enables cost-effective and high-resolution SWIR imaging; via a
patented CMOS process, we reduce the cost of a SWIR sensor by up to 1000x - thereby enabling SWIR
technology for a variety of transformative applications across automotive, industrial, biometrics, security,
consumer electronics, and medical markets.
Join us in this fascinating session to learn about this world's first innovation and unlock the unique properties
of SWIR sensing for mass-market applications, the complex vision gaps it is here to solve, and what is yet to
be discovered.< div id="l-content" >
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Abstract
Presentation Description
MEMS devices serve a wide range of sensor applications in today’s smartphones, tablets, wearables,
drones, robots, automobiles, and variety of smart devices – but manufacturing of these devices involves
advanced processes that require tight process control. This presentation explores some of the typical
challenges that are seen during the manufacturing of a MEMS device and shows a novel method for
addressing these challenges.
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